
WRITE A SHORT NOTE ON GREAT WALL OF CHINA

The Great Wall of China is an ancient wall in China. The wall is made of cement, rocks, bricks, and powdered dirt. It was
built to protect the north of the empire of.

Towns along the wall became industrial areas for firing bricks, blasting rocks to make fill and sharpening
stones. Hundreds of thousands of workers took part in the project and perhaps tens of thousands of them died.
Ranging in height from five meters to 13 meters, and up to 10 meters thick, The Great Wall is longer than the
the Nile River six Great Walls could stretch around the entire earth and contains an estimated million cubic
yards of material, enough to build pyramids equal in size to the Great Pyramid of Cheops, and enough to build
all the buildings in Scotland and England in  Some of the Wall was built along ridges, which make it look
taller. At one time, nearly one in every three males in China was conscripted to help build it. The wall was
constructed to protect China and its people from Huns and barbarians and also restrict the entry of invaders
coming from the Silk Road. Its official length is about 13, miles long, more than four times the width of the
United States. In the s, Ming General Qi Jiguang, trying to stem massive desertions, allowed soldiers to bring
wives and children to the frontlines. At Shuitou, the Chinese withstood an attack by thousands of Mongols.
There are no surviving historical records indicating the exact length and course of the Qin walls. After that
more sturdy walls made with mortar were built. Smoke was used in the day and fire at night. As a defense
system, the wall ultimately failed, not because of intrinsic design flaws but because of the internal
weaknessesâ€”corruption, cowardice, infightingâ€”of various imperial regimes. The mud bricks were made of
soil, straw, tamarisk, egg yolk and rice paste. Many people live near the wall and continue to use it today.
Much of the land around the wall is deforested. Employing smoke by day and fire at night, they could send
messages down the line at a rate of miles per dayâ€”or about 26 miles per hour, faster than a man on
horseback. Ming dynasty Great Wall at Jinshanling A formal definition of what constitutes a "Great Wall" has
not been agreed upon, making the full course of the Great Wall difficult to describe in its entirety. The
dynasties that ruled China for the most part took over after power struggles within the empire. You can have
us tailor-make your own Great Wall tour by telling us your interests and requirements. There was no such
thing as an advocate of wall-building at the exclusion of all other strategies, or someone who believed that
diplomacy or pre-emptive strikes were the only way to make China strong on its northern border. Another
major campaign of wall building followed. During the attack by Mongols around Jinshanling in October , one
document reported, a battle raged for two hours between am and pm.


